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Early Warning Issues 
for October 

The scheduled Rotating Chair of the 
African Union (AU) Peace and Security 
Council (PSC) for the month of October 
is Kenya. In the absence of a country’s 
representation at ambassadorial level, 
an alternate member will chair the 
Council for the month.

Liberia

Liberia’s 2011 elections, which are only 
the second democratic elections since 
the end of the brutal civil war, are 
expected to determine the future path 
of the country toward successful or 
failed post-conflict reconstruction and 
development. Since the 2005 elections, 
Liberia has made  impressive progress 
in its post-conflict reconstruction 
and development. Not only are key 
institutions of governance consolidating 
and increasingly functioning well, 
but progress is also being made in 
the provision of basic services. The 
economy has also recorded a growth 
rate of above the African average and 
there is a high level of infrastructural 
development. Despite these changes 
that are transforming Liberia from the 

impact of devastating conflict, the 
political and security situation in the 
country remains fragile. The capacity 
of both the army and the police is 
very limited. This situation is made 
more pressing by the fact that levels 
of human insecurity are still high; the 
process of national reconciliation and 
healing has been seriously undermined 
by the ill-conceived and astonishingly 
damaging TRC report of 2009; and the 
forthcoming elections in 2011 are likely 
to raise tensions and may even trigger 
violence, however limited.

Al-Qaeda in the Islamic 
Maghreb (AQIM)

In a press release dated 27 July 2010 
the Chairperson of the African Union 
Commission (AUC) Jean Ping, strongly 
condemned the killing of a French 
hostage, Michel Germaneau, who was 
held captive since April 2010 by Al 
Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) 
in Mauritania. The Chairperson further 
expressed his concern on the growing 
trend and threat of terrorism in the 
Sahel- Saharan region and gave his 
support to the anti-terrorist initiatives 
of countries in the region with a view 
to strengthening the effectiveness of 
their individual and collective action 

against terrorism. He also called for 
all African States to enhance efforts 
to fight terrorism in the Maghreb 
and the wider African continent and 
emphasised the decisions of the AU 
prohibiting the payment of ransom 
in hostage taking situations, a very 
common modus operandi of AQIM.

In the period January 2007 to June 
2010 more than 200 terrorist attacks 
have been recorded. Kidnapping 
is still clearly the most preferred 
modus operandi and is expected 
to continue in an attempt to attract 
necessary media attention, but also 
to raise funds for more terrorist acts. 
AQLIM offer large sums of money 
to any group that provides them 
with Western hostages. However, 
the real threat of AQLIM lies with 
the activities of associated and more 
decentralised cell structures beyond 
its immediate area of control. For 
example, those who were trained in 
AQLIM’s mobile training camps, and 
who have returned to their countries 
of origin – including Nigeria, 
Chad, Niger, Mauritania and other 
accessible African countries - pose 
an ever-present threat of terrorism in 
the region.
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Liberia 

Previous PSC and other AU 
Communiques and Reports 

In his report, Assembly/AU/6/XV, on 
the work of the PSC and the State of 
Peace and Security in Africa to the 
15th Ordinary Session of the Assembly 
of Heads of State and Government 
of the AU held in Kampala Uganda 
in July 2010, the AU Chairperson 
characterised the security situation in 
Liberia as having been ‘relatively stable’. 
The report indicated the importance of 
encouraging the Government of Liberia 
for the ‘remarkable progress made over 
the past five years’. Most importantly, 
the report emphasised the importance 
of the passing of the required legislation 
for the successful holding of elections 
in 2011 and the implementation of the 
recommendations of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission, albeit ‘in 
a way that will balance the need to 
combat impunity with that of sustaining 
peace and promoting national 
reconciliation’.   

Previously, the PSC in its communiqué, 
PSC/PR/COMM(LX), after commending 
the democratically elected President of 
Liberia Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf, called on 
AU member states and the international 
partners to increase their support for 
the post-conflict reconstruction efforts 
in the country, a call repeated in the 
Chairperson’s report. 

Potential threats to 
peace and stability 

Since Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf was elected 
in 2005 as Liberia’s first democratically 
elected president in a long time, 
and Africa’s first female president, 
Liberia has made impressive progress 
in its post-conflict reconstruction 
and development. Not only are key 
institutions of government consolidating 
and increasingly functioning well, 
but progress is also being made 
in the provision of basic services. 
Administration bodies at national as 
well as sub-national levels have been 
institutionalised and the country has 
boosted school enrolment by 40 
percent, restored power and running 
water to urban centres, and turned its 
timber and diamond industries into 

thriving and legitimate enterprises. The 
economy has also recorded a growth 
rate above the African average and 
there is a high level of infrastructural 
development. 

Despite these changes that are 
transforming Liberia from a condition 
of devastating conflict, the political and 
security situation in the country remains 
fragile. There are many factors that carry 
the potential to undermine the peace 
and stability of the country. Liberia 
remains a deeply divided country with 
sporadic ethnic and religious clashes. 
Despite the truth and reconciliation 
process, national reconciliation and 
healing is being impeded by continuing 
bitterness, fear and anger over the 
injustices of the past and the difficulty 
surrounding the implementation of the 
rather controversial recommendations 
of the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission. In the sphere of 
governance and security, prevalence 
of corruption or the perception of it, 
and most importantly the challenges 
surrounding the establishment 
of security institutions and the 
administration of justice, pose the most 
serious challenges for consolidating 
peace and stability in Liberia. The 
situation is further compounded by high 
levels of unemployment and resultant 
criminality and the rise in land disputes 
in various parts of the country. In 
2011, the country will hold its second 
democratic elections since the end 
of the conflict. As for many African 
countries, given the above realities the 
contest surrounding the elections may 
get out of hand and lead to violence. 

As Liberia approaches these elections, 
international actors including the UN 
Mission in Liberia and the AU together 
with the government of Liberia need to 
address threats to the consolidation of 
peace and stability in the country. 

Key Issues and Internal 
Dynamics 

Liberia came out of one of the most 
brutal and devastating civil wars fought 
on African soil. The destruction wrought 
by the war has indeed been immense. 
It killed tens of thousands of Liberians, 
and wounded or maimed hundreds 
of thousands more. About 1.8 million 
Liberians were displaced at several 
points during the war, mostly internally 
from an overall population of under 

three million. The death toll, in fact, has 
been estimated at representing six per 
cent of the population, while estimates 
of numbers displaced at peak periods 
accounted for more than 50 per cent of 
the population. Hundreds of villages and 
towns in Liberia were plundered and 
destroyed, and a third of all displaced 
women and under-aged girls were raped 
by the warring militias, with more than 
50 per cent of these falling victim to at 
least two attackers. An estimated 20 per 
cent of Liberian children were suffering 
moderate to severe stunting by the end 
of the war, and only 46 per cent and 
30 per cent of Liberians, respectively, 
had access to safe drinking water and 
sanitation. While most civil wars tend to 
be brutal, Liberia’s was particularly so. 
The country’s Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission (TRC), which investigated 
atrocities during the war, recorded 
163,615 serious violations, and identified 
86,647 direct victims of such violations, 
a figure that is higher than that recorded 
by Sierra Leone’s TRC for its perversely 
brutal war. 

State institutions, governance structures 
and Liberia’s infrastructure endured no 
less destruction. Security institutions and 
institutions of administration of justice 
were utterly degraded or destroyed 
during the war. Administrative structures 
as well as political and social institutions 
were dysfunctional and were unable to 
provide basic social services. Similarly, 
All the productive sectors, including 
mining, agriculture and forestry, were 
either destroyed or forced to close 
down. Unemployment was very high 
while the civil service, probably the 
only source of employment for the vast 
majority, was bloated with untrained, 
unqualified, demoralised personnel 
who were poorly and infrequently paid 
an average monthly minimum wage of 
US$18.00. To compound the country’s 
misery Liberians were being crushed 
under a staggering debt overhang 
which, by the end of 2007, had reached 
US$4.9 billion in external debt.

Accordingly, when President Sirleaf 
came to power in 2005, she inherited 
a country facing enormous challenges 
in almost all spheres. Liberia needed 
to reinstate and reaffirm the dignity of 
ordinary Liberians as human beings; 
overcome the injustices of the past 
and heal the wounds and divisions 
resulting from the violence; rebuild 

COUNTRY ANALYSIS
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state institutions and establish rule of 
law and the administration of justice; 
and reconstruct and reform the ravaged 
economy into a functioning market 
economy. Determined to face these 
multifaceted challenges on assuming 
power, Sirleaf made the reform of 
key governance institutions and 
economic recovery the top priorities 
for her administration. To this end 
the government in 2007 launched an 
Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy 
(iPRS) paper. The iPRS guided Liberia’s 
development management process 
through to June 2008. A full Poverty 
Reduction Strategy (PRS) was issued 
in March 2008. Mobilising available 
human and material resources 
and using the support of external 
actors, the implementation of these 
strategies brought about encouraging 
advancement in reconstructing and 
reforming the state and its economies. 
Liberia’s economy has been growing 
by more than seven per cent for the 
past three years, and was reckoned 
in 2008 to be the fastest improving 
African nation. As recognized in a 
report by Newsweek ‘Liberia has 
boosted school enrollment by 40 
percent, restored power and running 
water to urban centres, and turned its 
timber and diamond industries into 
thriving—and legitimate—trades. Sirleaf 
has also slashed Liberia’s external debt 
from $4.9 billion in 2006 to $1.7 billion 
today. Under her leadership, Liberia is a 
country rebuilt and reborn.’

Notwithstanding the above 
achievements and not surprisingly, 
Liberia remains fragile and faces 
serious challenges on key fronts. These 
include a lack of progress in national 
reconciliation, ethnic and communal 
tensions, disputes over access to land 
and resources, and most notably, 
challenges in security sector reform and 
the establishment of a reliable system of 
administration of justice. 

A key element of the 2003 
Comprehensive Peace Accord (CPA) 
which ended Liberia’s wars was an 
agreement to set up a Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission (TRC). The 
TRC was launched on 20 February 
2006 (nine Commissioners had 
already been appointed to staff it on 
22 October 2005), but it effectively 
only began work in June 2006. The 
Commission was to inquire from as far 
back as January 1979 – the final year 
of Americo-Liberian rule, and ten years 

remained the key issue of public debate 
for months, but the embarrassment it 
caused the international community 
– which had been enthusiastic in its 
support for Sirleaf – was such that 
when US Secretary of Hillary Clinton 
visited in August, she carefully avoided 
any mention of it. Secretary Clinton 
appeared at a press conference with 
the president and declared: “President 
Sirleaf has been a very effective leader 
of the new Liberia. The US officially 
supports what this government is doing. 
We think that Liberia is on the right 
path, as difficult as that path may be.”  
Few in Liberia after this entertained any 
hope that the report’s recommendations 
would be implemented. By August this 
year, it was reported that Sirleaf – who 
is already actively campaigning for re-
election – was seeking legal advice 
on the recommendation banning her 
from holding public office, a delicious 
subterfuge if there ever was one.

Thus the TRC process failed to lay 
down the foundation for national 
reconciliation.  Instead it triggered 
suspicion, fear and anger among 
various sections of the public creating 
further dilemmas for achieving healing 
and national cohesion. With the TRC 
process unable to fully address issues 
of justice, impunity and divisions, as it 
moves forward and marches towards 
its second democratic elections, Liberia 
also continues to be haunted by the lack 
of closure over the past.   

Ethnic and religious tensions remain 
high; and these sometimes explode into 
violence leading to massacres and large-
scale arson. This was the case in Lofa 
County early this year when Muslims 
(mainly Mandingos, who are widely 
perceived in Liberia as “strangers”) and 
Christians clashed, leading to several 
deaths. The former warlords remain 
empowered, and levels of human 
insecurity are high. The inadequate 
reintegration of excombatants and high 
levels of youth unemployment further 
compound the precarious security 
situation in Liberia as these could lead 
to increased post-conflict criminality in 
the country. 

Disputes over land, which happen 
frequently, have in the past led to 
killings, as happened on 11 June 
2008 when 19 mutilated bodies were 
discovered close to the borders of 

before the war began – to 14 October 
2003, the day of the inauguration of the 
NTGL. The Commission was mandated 
to investigate “gross human rights 
violations and violations of international 
humanitarian law,” as well as other 
serious abuses, including massacres, 
rape, murder and extra-judicial killings. 

In July 2009, the TRC issued a bombshell 
of a report: a badly-written and poorly-
argued tome which recommended the 
establishment of an extraordinary tribunal 
to prosecute 124 persons, and a domestic 
criminal court to prosecute 58 others, for 
various violations during the war. Among 
those recommended for prosecution 
were a powerful senior senator, Prince 
Yormie Johnson several other sitting 
members of the country’s legislature a 
number of wealthy businessmen and 
public officials and a professor at the 
University of Liberia, Alhaji Kroma, who 
during the war was a leader of one of 
the more powerful factions, ULIMO. In 
addition to these recommendations, it 
also recommended penalties for several 
prominent citizens, including President 
Sirleaf, barring them from holding public 
office. Strangely – since the Act setting 
up the TRC explicitly did not grant it 
this power – the TRC recommended 
that 36 persons, all of them, except for 
Joe Wylie, rather unknown characters, 
should be exempted from prosecution 
“though found to be responsible [for 
violations] because they cooperated with 
the TRC process, admitted to the crimes 
committed and spoke truthfully before 
the Commission and expressed remorse 
for their prior actions during the war.” 
One such figure – who “spoke truthfully” 
before the TRC and was thus exempted 
from prosecution – was Joshua Blahye, 
who boasted before the TRC that he 
and his gang of child combatants killed 
20,000 people during the war!

Reaction to the report was predictably 
swift and brutal. A group of former 
warlords, led by Prince Yormie Johnson 
– the militia leader who tortured to 
death former President Samuel Doe 
but was now a staunch senior senator 
– called a press conference in Monrovia 
and warned, not too subtly, that the 
report would undermine the country’s 
fragile peace and possibly return it to 
war.  Many of the TRC’s Commissioners 
received death threats, and at least 
two went into hiding. President Sirleaf 
initially silent on the report,  finally 
said that her government was carefully 
studying it for further action. The report 
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Montserrado/Margibi counties, not far 
from Monrovia. Some of the victims 
had been shot and others were hacked 
to death with machetes. The site of 
the killings had been the scene of a 
land dispute involving Margibi county 
senator Roland Kaine (formerly close 
to Charles Taylor), and director of price 
analysis at the ministry of commerce, 
Charles Bennie (a former member of 
the rival faction, Liberians United for 
Reconciliation and Democracy - LURD). 
Both officials as well as over a dozen 
others were arrested and charged with 
murder. A month before (in May), two 
people were killed in Maryland county 
after a violent clash over disputed land. 
In April the same year, three villages in 
Bong county were razed to the ground, 
one person was killed and over half 
a dozen were severely wounded in a 
land dispute. For most of the year, there 
were reports that ethnic Mandingos 
were being expelled from several 
commercial areas in Nimba County, a 
volatile region. In fact, in 2008 alone 
the government received more than 
1,307 land-related complaints, with 
only 38 per cent of the cases resolved. 
A key trigger of the troubles over land 
may have been the return of more 
than 100,000 former refugees, some 
of whom found that their land had 
been occupied illegally. The weak law 
enforcement mechanism in the country 
was too slow to respond to the growing 
crisis. The Governance Commission 
that year identified land disputes as the 
most important security issue facing 
postwar Liberia.

Despite the efforts to rebuild security 
institutions and re-establish the rule 
of law and a democratic system of 
administration of justice, there continues 
to be a general lack of confidence in 
the system. Over 70 police personnel 
were summarily dismissed in 2008 for 
alleged collusion in crimes, including 
armed robbery. During a number of 
the public hearings of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission (TRC), 
war victims identified serving police 
officers as former militia fighters who 
had committed gross atrocities. Serious 
incidents concerning rights violations 
and the use of excessive force by police 
are reported regularly, and instances of 
detention without charge and beatings 
of civilians remain commonplace. The 
result is that citizen-police relations are 
so poor that often enraged community 
people would physically attack police 
officers, suspecting them of collusion 

legislature – has been signed by the 
President, and a calendar for the 2011 
elections had been agreed by the 
Commission.

The Commission has conducted 9 by-
elections since 2005 for the Legislature, 
the result of 8 deaths (a rather high 
mortality rate for the law-makers) 
and the successful petitioning of one 
allegedly fraudulent polling result. Of 
these 8 elections, the ruling party won 5 
and lost 4: no one contested the results. 

The most prominent parties and 
presidential hopefuls going into the 2011 
elections are: the Unity Party or UP of 
Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf; the Congress for 
Democratic Change or CDC of George 
Weah; the Liberty Party or LP of Charles 
Brumskine; the Alliance for Peace and 
Democracy or APD of Togba-na Tipoteh 
(a long-term oppositionist); the Coalition 
for the Transformation of Liberia or 
COTOL of H. Varney Sherman]; and 
the National Patriotic Party or NPP of 
Roland Massaquoi.

The election will cost $38 million 
– this is the revised budget – but there 
is still a shortfall of $5.67 million in 
pledges made by donors. The UN is 
supporting, but not in any way leading 
or supervising, the electoral process. 
The Liberian government, impressively, 
is providing $12 million of this budget. 
There are 64 seats in the Legislature, 
but in Liberia’s politics, the Legislature 
is largely irrelevant. The presidency is 
utterly dominant, and this is why party 
politics at the level of the Legislature is 
largely inchoate. In 2005, for example, 
Sirleaf’s Unity Party won only 8 seats, 
or barely 12.49% of the parliamentary 
votes; but she has been governing 
almost as an absolute President. Her 
party’s chief rival, George Weah’s 
Congress for Democratic Change 
or CDC, won far more seats (15). 
Liberia, like the US from which it got 
its constitution (it was, astonishingly, 
drafted at Harvard university) has a 
bicameral National Assembly consisting 
of the Senate (30 seats), whose 
members are elected by popular vote 
to serve nine-year terms; and the 
House of Representatives (64 seats), 
the membership of which is elected by 
popular vote to serve six-year terms.

As noted above, however, attention will 
focus mainly on the Presidential polls, 

in criminal activity, at crime scenes, and 
in a few instances outside of Monrovia, 
citizens burnt down police posts and 
badly assaulted police officers (in a 
few instances leading to the death of 
officers.) 

The creation of an army has been even 
more fraught with difficulty. DynCorp 
and PAE, also an American company, 
were given the contract by the US 
– which had pledged $210 million for 
creating a new AFL at the signing of 
the CPA – to recruit and train a new 
army of 2,000. DynCorp was tasked 
to “recruit and make soldiers”, and the 
PAE to “mentor and develop them into 
an operational force.” The DynCorp 
process has been expensive, opaque 
and very slow. Expenses for the two 
companies in the first six months of 
2007 were $18 million, but by August 
2007, only 105 soldiers had gone 
through basic training. Recruitment 
accelerated subsequently, and the 
2000 soldiers have now been trained. 
Command and control of an army 
built from scratch remains an issue, as 
is sustainability. A Nigerian officer still 
commands the army, and the attrition 
rate has been perplexingly high. By the 
end of last year, about 90 soldiers had 
left the army.  

Armed robbery and rape remain 
persistent, and security forces are 
incapable of checking crime. In rural 
Liberia, where there is hardly a police 
presence, vigilante activities are also 
common, as is the reliance on traditional 
forms of justice – the so-called trial by 
ordeal – in order to combat criminal 
activity and settle disputes. The 
Emergency Response Unit within the 
LNP, meant to combat armed robbery 
and mob violence, has now grown to 
344 officers out of its planned strength 
of 500 officers. However, it is still 
logistically constrained and its activities 
are not very visible.

Amidst all of these challenges, 
preparations for nation-wide elections 
are underway. In fact a visitor to 
Liberia these days is unlikely to 
hear of anything else. The National 
Elections Commission is housed in a 
new, elegant building on Monrovia’s 
main road, close to the UNMIL’s main 
buildings. The controversial Threshold 
Resolution – which establishes that 
each County, whatever the population, 
will have a “threshold” of at least 
two representatives for the country’s 
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because of the immense centrality of 
that office in Liberian political life. As 
in 2005, despite the large number of 
hopefuls the contest is likely to narrow 
down to that between Sirleaf and Weah. 
Already the two candidates and their 
political parties have been building up 
alliances by incorporating lesser parties 
and political figures. Incumbency – a 
very important, even an overwhelmingly 
important, factor in Liberia – may yet tilt 
the scales in favour of Sirleaf; and the 
President is a very able politician and a 
hard campaigner despite her age (she is 
in her early 70s).

Scenario Planning  

Scenario 1

Continuing ethnic tensions and disputes 
over land may deepen with a potential 
for undermining the stability of the 
country, including by exacerbating 
criminality and inefficiency of security 
institutions. 

Scenario 2

The 2011 election presents to Liberia 
both an opportunity and a challenge. 
If held successfully, it will guarantee 
consolidation of the post-conflict 
reconstruction efforts and Liberia’s 
democratisation process. Given the 
divisions in the country however, 
political contestation during the 
election may get out of hand and lead 
to violence. 

Scenario 3 

The pressure for the withdrawal or 
at least a substantial reduction of 
UNAMIL, which provides Liberia very 
critical support in various key areas 
including governance, administration 
and maintenance of both internal and 
external security, will increase after the 
2011 elections have been held. 

Early Response options 

Option 1

As the AU has launched its Post-
Reconstruction and Development 
Policy (PRDP), the PSC may consider 
requesting the AU Commission to 
consider how the AU may support the 
post-conflict reconstruction efforts of 
Liberia by using the PRDP, particularly 
in those spheres where progress is 
inadequate. 

Option 2

The PSC could call upon the AU 
Commission together with ECOWAS 
to follow up developments in Liberia’s 
preparations for the 2011 elections 
and make preparations through its 
Department of Political Affairs to assess 
the situation and provide the necessary 
support. 

Option 3

To fill the vacuum that the potential 
withdrawal of UNMIL may create and 
provide Liberia with the external support 
it needs on the ground to sustain 
reconstruction and consolidate security, 
the PSC could consider expanding the  
AU’s mission in the country to a fully 
functioning political office with military 
and police capacities including support 
from ECOWAS. 

August 27 , 2010
Official Launch of the Voter 
Registration Exercise

January 10-February 6, 2011 VOTER REGISTATION

April 4-10 , 2011
EXHIBITION OF PROVISIONAL 
REGISTATION ROLL

July 5-July 23 , 2011 CANDIDATE NOMINATION

August 18-October 9, 2011 POLITICAL CAMPAIGN PERIOD

OCTOBER 11 ELECTION DAY

Documentation:

Relevant AU Documents 

• SP/ASSEMBLY/PS/RPT(I) (30 - 31 
August 2009) Report of the 
Chairperson of the Commission 
Enhancing Africa’s Resolve 
and Effectiveness in Ending 
Conflict and Sustaining Peace, 

the Special Session of the 
Assembly of the Union on the 
Consideration and Resolution of 
Conflicts in Africa, Tripoli, Libya 

• Assembly/AU/6(XIII) (1-3 July 
2009) Report of the Peace and 
Security Council of the African 
Union on its activities and the 
state of peace and security in 
Africa, Sirte, Libya 

• PSC/PR/COMM(LX) (18 August 
2006) Communiqué of the 
60th Peace and Security 
Council meeting issued after 
consideration of the Information 
Note on the situation and the 
post-conflict reconstruction 
efforts in Liberia RECs 
Documents: 

• ECW/A/OJUN34 (23 June 2008) 
Communiqué of the Thirty-
Fourth Ordinary Session of the 
Authority of Heads of State and 
Government of ECOWAS. Abuja, 
Nigeria UN Documents: 

• S/PRST/2009/20 (10 July 
2009) UN Security Council 
Presidential Statement on Peace 
Consolidation in West Africa 

• S/2009/411 (10 August 2009) 
Nineteenth progress report 
of the Secretary-General on 
the United Nations Mission in 
Liberia 

• S/2009/299 (10 June 2009) 
Special report of the Secretary- 
General on the United Nations 
Mission in Liberia 

• S/2009/86 (10 February 2009) 
Eighteenth progress report of the 
Secretary-General on the United 
Nations Mission in Liberia 

Useful Additional Resources: 

• IP/09/799 (15 May 2009) EU 
Statement on supporting the 
efforts of Sierra Leone and 
Liberia, Brussels, Belgium

Lansana Gberie,  Liberia, ISS 
Situation Report (2010 forthcoming)
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PSC Retrospective- PSC’s Cooperation with the ICRC

Following the institutional 
transformation of the Organisation of 
African Unity (OAU) into the African 
Union (AU) in 2002, the focus of 
the continental body has shifted to 
the promotion of human security, 
humanitarian intervention and the 
dignity of African citizens. The 
emphasis on the wellbeing of Africa’s 
people is reflected in the various 
documents of the AU, including the 
Constitutive Act of 2000. The Protocol 
Relating to the Establishment of the 
Peace and Security Council (PSC) of 
the AU also emphasises this concept 
in general. Specifically article 4 (c) 
of the Protocol declares respect for 
the rule of law, fundamental human 
rights and freedoms, the sanctity 
of human life and international 
humanitarian law to be the guiding 
principles of the Council and the 
Union. One of the major partners of 
the Union in realising this principle 
on the continent is the International 
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). 

The basis for the partnership and 
working relationship of the PSC and 
the ICRC is framed by Article 17 of 
the PSC Protocol, which outlines the 
Council’s working relations with the 
United Nations and other international 
institutions. Article 17(4) stipulates 
that the Council shall cooperate and 
work closely with other relevant 
international organisations on issues 
of peace, security and stability in 
Africa. According to the Protocol, 
such organisations may also be 
invited to address the PSC.

The AU and ICRC have a long 
working relationship, stretching over 
many years, on a number of security 
and humanitarian issues specific to 
Africa. The partnership was especially 
strengthened on peace and security 
matters after the opening of the ICRC 
delegation legation to the AU in Addis 
Ababa. In the past three years the 
activities of the Committee in Africa 
and its partnership with the PSC and 
other organs of the AU has featured 
on the agenda of the PSC on three 
occasions.   There have also been 
high level visits and consultations 
between the leadership of the 

respective institutions. The most notable 
form of institutional engagement is the 
monthly meeting between the rotating 
presidency of the Council and the ICRC, 
which aims at ensuring the constant 
inclusion of humanitarian concerns on 
the agenda of the PSC.

The ICRC was exclusively featured on 
the agenda of the PSC for the first time 
at the 99th meeting of the Council held 
on 9 November 2007 when it received 
a briefing from the ICRC President Mr. 
Jakob Kellenberger on his institution’s 
activities in Africa. In a Press Release 
PSC/PR/BR(XCIX) that followed the 
briefing, the Council commended the 
efforts  by the Committee to improve 
the conditions of people in conflict 
situations. The Council further noted 
the numerous challenges faced by 
the ICRC in pursuing its humanitarian 
activities particularly in the light of 
difficulties in gaining access to conflict 
areas, and urged member states to 
support the ICRC’s humanitarian 
activities. The Council further requested 
the Commission, in line with the 
relevant provisions of the Constitutive 
Act of the AU and the Protocol of the 
PSC, to take all necessary measures to 
enhance the relationships with the ICRC 
in the area of promoting peace and 
security on the continent. A number of 
positive developments have since been 
recorded.

The PSC received a formal briefing from 
the ICRC for a second time at its 161st 
meeting PSC/PR/Comm.(CLXI), held on 
16 December 2008. The most recent 
presence of the ICRC at a PSC meeting 
was in April 2010 where the president 
of the ICRC gave a briefing at the 225th 
meeting of the Council on 14 April 2010. 
In a Communiqué that followed the 
briefing PSC/PR/COMM.(CCXXV), the 
Council welcomed the cooperation and 
regular consultations between the AU 
and ICRC, especially in the promotion 
of International Humanitarian Law 
(IHL) in situations of armed conflicts in 
Africa. The Council also requested the 
AU Commission to work toward the 
implementation of the AU Convention 
on the Protection and Assistance to 
Internally Displaced Persons in Africa 
and to collaborate with the ICRC in the 

celebration of the 2010 Year of Peace 
and Security in Africa 

The African Peace and Security 
Architecture (APSA), a set of 
conflict prevention, resolution and 
management mechanisms that 
includes the PSC, is at the centre of 
the PSC-ICRC relationship. During 
the course of the past three years, 
the ICRC has established a close 
working engagement with the various 
components of APSA. The ICRC 
has provided relevant training and 
sponsored a tour to its early warning 
section based in Geneva for members 
of the AU Situation Room. There is 
also ongoing information-sharing 
between the two components. A full 
time ICRC legal adviser is also working 
with the AU Peace and Security 
Department to provide technical and 
legal support in integrating elements 
of International Humanitarian Law into 
AU policies and activities especially in 
regard to the activities of the African 
Standby Force (ASF). The Committee 
also has an active role in the AMANI-
Africa exercise, an exercise to test 
the capacity and procedures of the 
ASF and the various components of 
the continental peace and security 
architecture by conducting a 
simulated multi-dimensional peace 
support operation. The ICRC has 
also forged a partnership with the 
AU Panel of the Wise, the preventive 
diplomacy arm of Africa’s peace and 
security architecture. 

In his April 2010 visit to the AU, the 
ICRC President, Jakob Kellenberger, 
met with the AU Commission 
Chairperson, Jean Ping, and agreed 
to enhance relations between the 
two organisations. Beyond the direct 
peace and security related organs, the 
ICRC has active working relations with 
the African Peer Review Mechanism, 
the Pan-African Parliament and the 
African Parliamentary Union. The 
ICRC also has working relations with 
the Defense and Security Division 
(DSD) and Legal department at the 
AU. According to the 2009 annual 
report of the ICRC delegation to the 
AU, capacity building training was 

>>page 7
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PSC Retrospective- PSC’s Cooperation with the ICRC (continued)

also given to the Intergovernmental 
Authority on Development (IGAD) on 
early warning issues. Regional offices 
of the Committee across the continent 
have also forged close working 
relations with the continent’s Regional 
Economic Communities (RECs).

Due to factors ranging from military 
conflicts to bad governance, poverty, 
failed states and other debilitating 
factors, as of early 2009 Africa was 
host to an estimated 11.6 million 
internally displaced persons (IDPs), 
around 45 per cent of the global total. 
This issue is one of the major peace 
and security considerations affecting 
the continent. In May 2008 the 
AU Department of Political Affairs 
(Humanitarian Affairs, Refugees and 
Displaced Persons Division) and 

the ICRC jointly organised a seminar 
on «Displacement of Populations in 
Armed Conflicts,» in Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia. The seminar contributed to 
the process leading to the AU Special 
Summit on Refugees, Returnees and 
IDPs held in October 2009, in Kampala, 
Uganda. The Special Summit endorsed 
the AU Convention on the Protection 
and Assistance to Internally Displaced 
Persons in Africa which reinforced 
the existing AU legal instruments 
on humanitarian issues. The summit 
was a manifestation of the growing 
partnership between the two bodies. In 
2008, the ICRC assisted 2.4 million IDPs 
in Sudan, Somalia, Uganda, Kenya and 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

The ICRC has also been working in 
partnership with the AU on the Rights 

and Welfare of the Child and the 
combating of the recruitment and use 
of child soldiers. The ICRC also gave 
training to AU staff members on these 
issues. This humanitarian institution 
has also taken part in the fight against 
arms proliferation and the eradication 
of anti-personnel mines. Other issues 
like Security Sector Reform (SSR) 
and the combating of terrorism 
are also topics of common interest 
that synergise the AU and ICRC 
relationship. The dilemma on how 
to balance the AU’s need for early 
warning of potential unrest with the 
ICRC’s principles of independence, 
neutrality and confidentiality, remains 
an important factor to be carefully 
balanced in the exemplary partnership 
of the two institutions. 
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Al-Qaeda in the Islamic 
Maghreb (AQIM)

Previous AU Documents

In a press release dated 27 July 2010 
the Chairperson of the African Union 
Commission (AUC) Jean Ping, strongly 
condemned the killing of a French 
hostage, Michel Germaneau, the 78-
year-old retired engineer who was 
held captive since April 2010 by Al 
Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) 
in Mauritania. The Chairperson further 
expressed his concern on the growing 
trend and threat of terrorism in the 
Sahel- Saharan region and gave his 
support to the anti-terrorist initiatives 
by the countries of the region with a 
view to strengthening the effectiveness 
of their individual and collective 
action against terrorism. Jean Ping 
further stated AU’s strong stance and 
condemnation against all forms of 
terrorism, and reaffirmed the urgent 
need for strong and sustained action 
to combat terror. The chairperson also 
called for all African States to enhance 
efforts to fight terrorism in the Maghreb 
and the wider African continent. He 
further emphasised the decisions of the 
AU prohibiting the payment of ransom 

in hostage taking situations, a very 
common modus operandi of AQIM, and 
called stakeholders to take immediate 
and effective measures to deprive 
terrorists of their sources of funding.

Crisis escalation potential 

On September 22, 2010 France’s foreign 
ministry confirmed that a section of 
Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb was 
holding five of its citizens hostage after 
abducting them from a uranium mine in 
Niger. Two Africans, one from Togo and 
the other from Madagascar, were also 
seized along with the French group. 
The hostages are employees of French 
construction company Vinci and nuclear 
energy firm Areva. In a statement that 
followed the abduction,  AQIM stated 
that it would shortly issue demands to 
the French government and warned 
against any rescue attempt like they had 
intended for Michel Germaneau which 
subsequently failed. However, the threat 
did not prevent France from sending 
80 military personnel to Niger’s capital 
Niamey, backed by a long-range Breguet 
Atlantique aircraft and a Mirage jet 
equipped with sophisticated monitoring 
equipment, to help search for the 
hostages. The effort to rescue Michel 
Germaneau in July 2010 had culminated 
with the killing of six militants of AQIM 
angering the leader of Al-Qaeda in the 

Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), Abdelmalek 
Droukdel, who stated that Michel 
Germaneau was subsequently killed 
in revenge for the failed rescue raid 
by French and Mauritanian troops. 
AQIM had earlier said it would execute 
Germaneau unless some of its members 
were released from prisons in several 
North African countries. 

A month before the high profile 
abduction in Niger, the Moroccan 
police announced they had broken 
up a cell of 18 radical Islamist militants 
who were planning a series of terrorist 
attacks in the country. Similar raids 
and terror attacks also happened in 
other neighboring states in the light of 
the growing prominence and threat of 
terrorism in the region. The increasing 
threat of terrorism in the Maghreb and 
Sahel region covers a range of countries 
including Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, 
Libya and Mauritania in addition to 
the lower Saharan states of Niger, Mali 
and others. Kidnappings by Islamists 
to raise money for their activities are 
a routine occurrence. The presence 
of vast, sparsely populated areas and 
porous borders also creates safe havens 
for gangs of smugglers, bandits and 
rebels to operate in ungoverned areas 
and lawless regions. The Maghreb and 
Sahel area is also used as a main route 

REGIONAL ANALYSIS
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for drug smuggling, particularly as a 
passage for transporting cocaine from 
South America to Europe. 

There are indications that terrorism 
in North Africa is on the rise and that 
AQIM is using the wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan and other examples of 
unpopular Western policies to recruit 
new membership, thereby exacerbating 
and escalating tensions which could 
grow to create a more serious sub 
regional security threat on the continent.

Key issues and 
internal dynamics 

The AQIM has its roots in the bitter 
Algerian civil war of the early 1990s. 
It was spawned by the evolution of an 
armed Islamist resistance movement 
against the secular Algerian government 
that followed a cancellation of the 
second round of parliamentary 
elections in 1992 by Algeria’s military 
regime when it seemed that the Islamic 
Salvation Front, a coalition of Islamist 
militants and moderates, might win and 
take power. 

The brutal Algerian civil war killed 
more than 150,000 people. The 
amnesty offered by the government 
for the Islamists in 1999 led to gradual 
improvements in the early years of the 
new century. However, the Armed 
Islamic Group (GIA), rejected the 
promised amnesty and continued a 
violent campaign to establish an Islamic 
state. By then it had split, with the most 
extreme faction calling itself the Salafist 
Group for Preaching and Combat (GSPC) 
- a name which echoed an Islamist group 
in Morocco advocating Salafism, a 
fundamental movement which aims to 
go back to the original texts of Islam. In 
an official statement that changed the 
dynamics of the movement in September 
2006 the GSPC announced it had joined 
forces with al-Qaeda. Subsequently,  
in January 2007 it announced that it 
had changed its name to Al-Qaeda in 
the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) to reflect 
its new allegiance. The move was 
perceived by some as a serious security 
threat while others thought the action 
was a desperate move by the group to 
recruit more militants by associating 
itself with Osama bin Laden. The news 
was very welcome in the leadership of 
al-Qaeda and in a videotape released 
on September 11, 2006 the second 
in command of al-Qaeda Ayman al-

Zawahiri, who himself is from North 
Africa approved the merger and warned 
that the group is ‘a source of chagrin, 
frustration and sadness’ for Algeria’s 
authorities. 

According to a report by the 
Washington Institute for Near East 
Policy, the move was not a surprise as 
Osama bin Laden had been providing 
funding for Algerian Islamists in the early 
1990s and was involved in the GSPC’s 
early formation. Many of the group’s 
founding members trained in al-Qaeda 
camps in Afghanistan. The move has 
shifted the initial objective of the group 
from seeking to overthrow Algeria’s 
secular military government and 
establish an Islamic caliphate to a global 
jihad supporting al-Qaeda and Islamic 
extremists in the Palestinian territories, 
Afghanistan, Iraq, Somalia, and 
Chechnya. The group has condemned 
China following suppression of the 
Uighurs in Xinjiang province and has 
also been a fierce critic and enemy of 
France because of its banning of the 
burqa. Hatred for France is clearly 
evident in the claim of responsibility for 
the suicide attack against the French 
embassy in Nouakchott and in blaming 
France for perceived hostility against 
Islam and Muslims.

Al-Qaeda’s North African wing has 
taken responsibility for several attacks, 
mostly bomb explosions and guerilla-
style ambushes, against military 
personnel and against government 
targets, which killed hundreds in Algeria 
and beyond. The group also launched 
attacks against buses carrying foreign oil 
workers, American diplomats, soldiers 
and, in September 2007, the motorcade 
of President Abdelaziz Bouteflika in 
the form of a suicide bombing attack. 
The president was not injured, but 20 
people were killed. In December 2007 
twin car bombs killed at least 37 people 
in Algiers, including 17 UN staff. The 
numerous attacks continued into 2008 
and 2009, and suspected al-Qaeda 
militants killed scores of security forces, 
government employees and civilians. 
Today, Algerian Islamists represent the 
largest national grouping in al-Qaeda.  
However, other incidents across the 
Maghreb point to the group’s possible 
regional ambitions. 

Similar attacks also took place in other 
countries of the region. In January 
2007, 12 people were shot dead by the 
security forces in Tunisia. Meanwhile, 

in Morocco, security forces clamped 
down on several militant cells - arresting, 
trying and jailing their leaders - after four 
incidents were attributed to al-Qaeda-
inspired groups in 2007. The GSPC/
AQLIM officially expanded operations 
from Algeria into the northern parts of 
Mali and Niger in February 2003 and 
2004, respectively.  In 2003 thirty-one 
European hostages were kidnapped 
in the Algerian Sahara. The ransom 
paid for their release is unknown but is 
estimated to have been between five  
and ten million US Dollars. The group 
may have used these funds to purchase 
surface-to-air missiles and other 
sophisticated weapons. AQIM continues 
to kidnap Westerners and hold them 
for ransom in return for the release of 
imprisoned Islamic militants. In February 
2008, the group kidnapped two 
Austrian tourists who were holidaying 
in Tunisia. They were held hostage for 
eight months in a remote area of Mali’s 
Sahara desert before being released 
unharmed. In December 2008, AQIM 
kidnapped two Canadian diplomats 
who had been travelling in Niger as part 
of a United Nations Mission. The group 
released the diplomats unharmed in 
April 2009 along with two of a group 
of four European hostages who had 
been kidnapped in January. One of the 
remaining two European hostages, a 
British national, was reportedly executed 
in June 2009. In late June 2009, AQIM 
took responsibility for the killing of an 
American aid worker in Mauritania’s 
capital city of Nouakchott. 

It is no coincidence that all of AQIM’s 
recent hostages have been held in 
remote areas of the Sahara desert in 
Mali. AQIM’s activities were previously 
based along Algeria’s Mediterranean 
coast, but security crackdowns by 
the Algerian military have forced the 
group into the largely ungoverned 
Sahara desert area of Mali, and along 
Algeria’s northern border. In June 2009, 
Malian security forces killed seventeen 
militants during a raid on an AQIM base 
near the town of Timetrine. Groups in 
Algeria are, however, the only ones able 
to present a significant threat, while 
groups in Morocco and Tunisia have 
been driven underground, leading to a 
decentralised network that sporadically 
manages to commit acts of terrorism 
– remarkably, more often in Morocco 
than Tunisia. 
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Since its official alignment that came with 
the name change, in the period January 
2007 to June 2010 more than 200 
attacks have been recorded. Kidnapping 
is still clearly the most preferred modus 
operandi and is expected to continue in 
an attempt to attract necessary media 
attention, but also to raise funds for more 
terrorist acts AQLIM offer large sums 
of money to any group that provides 
them with Western hostages. The real 
threat of AQLIM lies with the activities 
of associated more decentralised cell 
structures beyond its immediate area of 
control. For example, hose who were 
trained in AQLIM’s mobile training 
camps, and who have returned to their 
countries of origin – including Nigeria, 
Chad, Niger, Mauritania and other 
accessible African countries - pose an 
ever-present threat of terrorism in the 
region..

Geo-political Dynamics

In an effort to enhance regional 
partnership against AQIM in May 2010 
four Saharan desert states, Algeria, 
Mali, Mauritania and Niger, announced 
their plan to open a joint command 
headquarters in Tamanrasset, Algeria, 
to co-ordinate efforts to counter the 
growing regional threat from al-Qaeda. 
The countries announced that the 
move would increase cooperation 
and move towards joint operations 
against terrorism, kidnappings and 
trafficking. The move was perceived 
as a counter initiative to the planned 
joint military exercises organised by the 
United States in 2010 in which Algeria 
refused to participate. In the meantime, 
Islamist militants in the Sahara Desert 
continue to exploit differences between 
neighboring countries to continue to 
roam around the ungoverned regions 
which are vast, sparsely populated, 
and barely controlled by the region’s 
security forces. 

A comprehensive regional response 
has been compromised because of the 
differences and long disagreements 
between the states concerned and 
regional blocs of the area have been 
weak in addressing the challenge. For 
instance Mauritania has been putting 
militants on trial, making efforts to 
secure its desert borders and has 
refused to negotiate with AQIM over 
hostages. AQIM reportedly wanted 
Mauritania to release some militants 
held in that country in return for Mr 

Germaneau. However, Mauritania 
clearly and repeatedly announced that 
it would never free any terrorist. This 
policy is in stark contrast with that of 
Mali which released four prisoners 
it was holding that were accused of 
links to al-Qaeda, in order to secure 
the release of another French hostage. 
The action was strongly condemned 
by Mauritania and Algeria as some of 
the released prisoners were on their 
wanted lists. The fact that Mali was not 
consulted before the Franco-Mauritanian 
raid in July 2010, even though the raid 
took place on Malian soil, was another 
manifestation of lack of co-operation, 
collaboration and coherence in the 
fight against terror in the region. The 
lingering conflict over the future of the 
Western Sahara, claimed as sovereign 
territory by Morocco, but still subject 
to a UN-backed popular referendum to 
determine its status, has compounded 
the souring of relations between 
Algeria and Morocco and seriously 
compromised a regional approach and 
initiative to combat the threat.

UN Dynamics 

The staff and activities of the United 
Nations have been victims of the attacks 
by the AQIM. On the 11th December 
2007, two car bombs, one a suicide 
bombing, exploded near the UNHCR 
office and Algeria’s Constitutional offices 
in the Algerian capital. It is estimated 
that at least 67 people died in the blasts 
and many were wounded, making the 
attack the worst in Algeria in a decade. 
AQIM described the UN offices as ‘the 
headquarters of the international infidels’. 
In December 2008, militants from al-
Qaeda in North Africa also abducted 
the United Nations special envoy, Robert 
Fowler, and his assistant, Louis Guay, 
near Niger’s capital, Niamey. They were 
released in April 2009.

Wider International 
Community Dynamics 

A month after Algeria, Mali, Mauritania 
and Niger established a joint military 
command headquarters in the south 
of Algeria to co-ordinate their efforts 
the United States started a major joint 
military exercise with countries around 
the volatile Sahara desert region as 
part of the US program of counter-
terrorism. The three-week Operation 
Flintlock aimed at improving the ability 
of the region’s armed forces to work 

together to bring security to the area. 
Flintlock mainly involves Mauritania, 
Mali, Senegal, Burkina Faso, Niger, 
Nigeria and Chad. Critics point out 
that these initiatives have led to little 
action as yet and that one of Flintlock’s 
major limitations is that it does not 
fully include the regional military 
heavyweight Algeria. The operation 
was part of the United States’ Trans-
Sahara Counter-Terrorism Partnership 
in which European nations such as the 
UK, Germany, France and Spain are 
also involved. About 1,200 people took 
part in the exercise with about 300 of 
these based in Ouagadougou, Burkina 
Faso, where a temporary command 
centre has been set up. The Trans-
Sahara Counterterrorism Partnership 
(TSCTP) is a multi-faceted, multi-year 
U.S. Government (USG) program 
under the US African Command 
(AFRICOM) aiming at defeating terrorist 
organisations and strengthening 
regional counterterrorism capabilities. 
The initiative aims to enhance the 
indigenous capacities of governments 
in the Pan-Sahel (Mauritania, Mali, 
Chad, and Niger, as well as Nigeria 
and Senegal) to confront the challenge 
posed by terrorist organisations in 
the region and facilitate cooperation 
between the Pan-Sahel countries and 
Maghreb partners (Morocco, Algeria, 
and Tunisia) in combating terrorism.

In its new international jihad agenda 
the AQIM has funneled North African 
insurgents to Iraq to fight as suicide 
bombers, foot soldiers, and mid-level 
commanders. According to some 
sources one third of the foreign fighters 
in Iraq were of North African origin.

Civil Society Dynamics 

There is a widely accepted perception 
of viewing the War on Terror as an anti-
Muslim, anti-Arab campaign that relates 
to US policies towards the Arab-Israeli 
conflict and US policies in Iraq. The 
role and response to the fight against 
terrorism in North Africa by civil society 
is clouded by a similar mis-perception. 
There has been a mixed reaction and 
response by some governments to these 
anti-terrorist endeavors. For example, 
the Diaspora of North African origin 
residing in Europe has been accused 
of supporting some of the terrorist 
activities.
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PSC Retrospective: AU Solemn Declaration on A Common African Defence and 
Security Policy

Despite the fact that ‘cooperation 
for defence and security’ was one 
of the stated aims of the 1963 
OAU Charter, it took 41 years for 
African states to develop a common 
defence and security policy. During 
those four decades, member states 
of the OAU/AU pursued various 
defence policies that have not 
always been harmonious. They also 
lacked a common policy framework 
for systematically mobilising, 
coordinating and guiding their 
actions for promoting peace and 
security on the continent.  

As a step towards the full realisation 
of Article 2(2) (f) of the OAU 
Charter and the rectification of 
these gaps, Article 4 (d) of the 
Constitutive Act of the AU provides 

for the establishment of a common 
defence and security policy for Africa 
as one of the principles of the AU. 
During the inaugural session of the 
AU Assembly in July 2002 in Durban, 
South Africa, AU Heads of State and 
Government declared in their decision, 
ASS/AU/Dec. 5(1), that there was a 
need for a Common African Defence 
and Security Policy in the Context 
of the Constitutive Act of the AU. 
The Protocol Establishing the Peace 
and Security Council (PSC) not only 
stipulates as one of its objectives the 
development of such a policy (Article 
3 (e), but also vests the PSC with the 
power to implement the policy (Article 
7 (h)). 

Acting on the July 2002 Durban 
decision of the Assembly, the AU 

Commission convened a meeting 
of experts for the purpose of 
developing the policy. The draft 
policy was subsequently submitted 
for adoption to the Assembly of the 
AU at the 2nd extraordinary Meeting 
of the Assembly held in Sirte, Libya 
from 27 to 28 February 2004. 
Endowing the AU with a common 
policy guideline in the areas of peace 
and security, the Assembly adopted 
the draft as a Solemn Declaration 
on a Common African Defence and 
Security Policy (CADSP).  

The CADSP seeks to achieve, among 
other endeavours, the strengthening 
of the collective efforts of AU 
member states to contribute to 

Documentation:

Relevant AU Documents 

Press Release by the Chairperson 
of the African Union Commission 
Kampala, 27 July 2010

Scenario Planning 

In the context of the above 
developments, the following scenarios 
could unfold. 

Scenario 1:

The growing trend and threat of 
terrorism in the region could spread to 
neighboring countries and regions of 
the continent causing instability and 
threatening human security in Africa.

Scenario 2:

Having a strategic and comprehensive 
approach and strategy to deal with 
extremism and terrorism, and addressing 
poor economic conditions, particularly 
unemployment, could avert the trend by 
reducing support for radical elements, 
including terrorists. In these endeavours, 
the positive participation of civil society 
would be crucially important.

Scenario 3:

Focused regional integration and 
determined partnership amongst the 
countries of the region that encompass 
collaboration and cooperation in 

intelligence and security apparatuses 
would enhance the likelihood of success 
against the terrorist scourge.

Early Response Options 

In the light of the above potential 
scenarios the following options or 
combination of them are conceivable 
for early response: 

Option 1:

The PSC could encourage and support 
the countries in the region to enhance 
good governance and development and 
thereby address some of the underlying 
factors that contribute to support for 
terrorism.

Option 2:

The PSC could hold an exclusive 
meeting focusing on Terror in the 
Maghreb and Sahel to raise continental 
and international awareness on 
the issue and it could also assign a 
special envoy working to enhance 
regional cooperation that leads to 
a comprehensive and collaborative 
approach to combat terrorism.

Option 3:

The PSC in tandem with the UNSC and 
in accordance with the UN counter 
terrorism strategy could support the 
capacities of those countries of the 
region that are most vulnerable to 
the acts of terrorists and the threat of 
terrorism.

Option 4:

The PSC, in accordance with the AU 
border security declaration, could 
facilitate support for countries of the 
region that would enable them to 
develop more effective border patrol 
and security.
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peace, security, stability, justice and 
development in Africa. It also seeks 
to enable those states to undertake 
mutually reinforcing actions in 
the areas of defence and security. 
Clearly, the CADSP has huge 
potential to serve as a catalyst for 
achieving coherence and harmony 
in the defence and security policies 
and perspectives of African states. 
Consequently, if implemented, it 
has the potential to end the pursuit 
of often conflicting and competing 
defence and security agendas 
that continue not only to create 
tensions between neighbouring 
countries in many parts of Africa, 
but also to justify the diversion of 
national resources from essential 
socio-economic projects in favour 
of building and maintaining large 
armies and the acquisition of costly 
armaments. 

The CADSP is probably the AU’s 
most comprehensive instrument on 
the subject of peace and security in 
Africa. Apart from the preamble, the 
declaration consists of three parts. 
Part I provides for the definition 
and scope of the policy and defines 
the concept of ‘common security 
threats’ which necessitated the 
policy itself. The definition reflects 
a paradigmatic shift from the 
OAU’s state centred definition of 
defence and security, to a definition 
encompassing ‘the protection of 
peoples’ political, cultural, social and 
economic systems’ (a non-military 
dimension of defence) and human 
security. Such common security 
threats cover both the internal and 
external factors that may undermine 
the maintenance of peace, security 
and stability in Africa. The category 
of internal threats includes traditional 
inter-state conflicts, increasingly 
common intra-state conflicts, grave 
humanitarian situations and other 
similar circumstances. It is interesting 
to note that the threats identified 
include such emerging issues as 
drug trafficking, environmental 
degradation, pandemic diseases 
such as HIV/AIDS, violent crimes, 
cross border crimes and illegal 
immigration.  

Part II refers to ‘Areas of a Common 
African Defence and Security Policy’, 
principles and values, objectives and 
goals and the implementing organs 
and mechanisms. The areas that the 
policy covers for collective African 
action range from peacekeeping 
and peace building to terrorism, 
humanitarian issues and environmental 
matters. There are 24 principles and 
values underlying the policy, which 
include those principles enunciated 
under Article 4 of the Constitutive 
Act of the AU. This part also outlines 
25 objectives for the policy including, 
most notably, allowing ‘for efficient 
re-allocation of resources to address 
the most threatening of the defence 
and security challenges, such as 
poverty and the adverse effects of 
globalisation’. 

The implementing organs of the 
CADSP, at continental level, include 
the AU’s highest decision-making 
body, the Assembly, as per Article 9 (e) 
of the AU’s Constitutive Act as well as 
the organisation’s standing decision-
making body on matters of peace 
and security, the Peace and Security 
Council (PSC), in terms of Article 7 (h) 
of the PSC Protocol.  At sub-regional 
level, Africa’s Regional Economic 
Communities (RECs) comprise the 
implementing organs of the CADSP. 
The implementing mechanisms include 
coordination between the PSC and 
other continental bodies such as 
the African Commission on Human 
and Peoples’ Rights, coordination 
between the PSC and various regional 
mechanisms as through the MoU 
between the AU and the RECs, Review 
Conferences, which are mandated to 
be held periodically, and co-ordination 
and collaboration between the PSC 
and the UN and other international 
organisations. 

Part III consists of what the CADSP 
calls ‘the building blocks’ of the policy, 
involving continental and regional 
instruments and mechanisms or bodies. 
The instruments identified include 26 
continental legal and policy instruments 
and range from the Constitutive Act 
of the AU, the PSC Protocol and the 
Treaty of Pelindaba to the African 
Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, 

the Declaration on Drug Abuse and 
Trafficking, the Abuja Declaration 
on HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis and 
other related infectious diseases 
and the New Partnership for Africa’s 
Development (NEPAD) Declaration. 
One may add to this collection, the 
2009 AU Convention on Internally 
Displaced Persons since this is an 
area also covered by the CADSP. This 
is a reflection of and based on the 
premise that peace and security in 
Africa is very much intertwined with 
social, economic and developmental 
issues. 

Clearly, while these are lofty 
objectives and give an impression of 
being too ambitious the Policy carries 
a huge promise for facilitating the 
ultimate integration of African states 
and for the eventual achievement of 
the next stage of Pan-Africanism, the 
establishment of the African Union 
Authority.  As in many other areas of 
the AU’s peace and security regime, 
the major challenge is the translation 
of the rhetoric of the policy into 
reality. 

As clearly envisaged in the CADSP 
and the PSC Protocol, the PSC is the 
leading organ for the implementation 
of the policy and for taking steps 
for the operationalisation of the 
policy’s various dimensions. While 
certain aspects of the CADSP 
are already well-developed, such 
as implementation of regular 
consultations between the UN 
Security Council (UNSC) and the 
PSC, there are other components 
of the policy that still require 
the development of appropriate 
tools and processes for their 
operationalisation. 

These include the bi-annual review 
conferences between the PSC and 
the Conflict Resolution Mechanisms 
of the RECs, developing modalities 
for the systematic operationalisation 
of the CADSP in terms of the 
PSC’s relations with the African 
Commission on Human and 
Peoples’ Rights, as per Article 19 of 

>>page 12 
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PSC and the Protection of civilians by AU Missions: Towards guidelines

One of the notable features of 
conflicts in post-cold war Africa, 
from Sierra Leon to Liberia in 
the 1990s to ongoing conflicts in 
the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo, Darfur and Somalia, is that 
the conflicts affect increasingly 
and disproportionately, civilians 
rather than combatants involved 
in hostilities. Often the deliberate 
targets of acts of terror, rape and 
indiscriminate attacks, as opposed 
to being the victims of unavoidable 
collateral damage, civilians and most 
particularly women and children, 
have increasingly become the victims 
of these conflicts.

In the context of UN initiatives to 
adapt peacekeeping to the demands 
of modern conflicts, the result of the 
disproportionate effect of war on 
civilians was the introduction of the 
operational concept of the protection 
of civilians (POC). Introduced for 
the first time in 1999 as part of the 
mandate of the United Nations 
Peacekeeping Mission in Sierra 
Leon (UNAMSIL), the protection of 
civilians mandate empowers and 
requires peacekeeping operations, 
to take action for protecting civilians 
under imminent threat of violence. 
Stipulated in many of the UN’s 
peacekeeping operations since 
UNAMSIL, protection of civilians 
has now become an integral element 
of multidimensional peacekeeping 
operations.   

As the disturbing report of the rape and 
assault of some 150 women in eastern 
DRC by armed groups in August 2010 
dramatically illustrated, the protection 
of civilians remains a major challenge 
in Africa.  In this context, the degree to 
which success is achieved in protecting 
civilians is also becoming one of the 
key factors determining the success or 
otherwise of peacekeeping operations. 

In African conflicts, the AU has 
become very active in undertaking 
peacekeeping operations. In almost all 
of its peacekeeping operations, the AU 
has been confronted with the challenge 
of protection of civilians. While the AU 
Mission in Sudan, Darfur, (AMIS) was 
confronted by acts of rape, forcible 
displacements and mass killings, the 
African Union Mission in Somalia 
(AMISOM) is caught in a conflict that 
increasingly involves indiscriminate 
attacks upon, and shelling of, civilians. 
In both cases, the missions not 
only lacked clear mandates for the 
protection of civilians but they were 
also not designed and equipped to 
afford the required protection to 
civilians under threat.   

Against the background of these 
developments and experiences and 
in the context of the ongoing efforts 
to operationalise the African Standby 
Force as a mechanism for undertaking 
peace support operations and 
intervention on behalf of the Peace 
and Security Council, the AU initiated 

a process to develop guidelines on 
the protection of civilians during 
peace support operations. 

In March 2010, the AU tabled Draft 
Guidelines for the Protection of 
Civilians by Peace Support Missions 
at an international symposium held 
at the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Africa Conference 
Centre in Addis Ababa. 

These draft guidelines were prepared 
not only in the context of the focus of 
the AU peace and Security regime on 
human security and the protection of 
human rights and humanitarian law, 
but were also based on the lessons 
learned from challenges faced by 
the UN in its implementation of 
the protection of civilians mandate. 
The guidelines therefore aim to 
provide a clear formulation of what 
protection of civilians involves and 
how best a protection of civilians 
mandate should be formulated and 
implemented. From the perspective 
of the PSC, the draft guidelines 
specifically state that, at the strategic 
level they should focus on assisting 
the Peace and Security Council 
to prepare for peace support 
operations and to develop specific 
mandates; and at the operational 
level, they should assist the African 
Standby Force and Heads of Mission 

the PSC Protocol, and elaborating 
mechanisms for creating synergy 
and coordination between the 
activities of various organs of the 
AU Commission, sub-regional 
bodies and other institutions and 
programmes such as NEPAD. The 
greatest challenge would probably 
be to translate some of the lofty 
objectives of CADSP policy into 
reality. For example, this is the 
case with respect to the objective 

of eliminating suspicion and rivalry 
among African states, because, 
according to CADSP policy, this is one 
of those crucially significant factors that 
engenders and continues to contribute 
to ‘conflicts on the continent and 
(hinders) interstate cooperation and 
integration in Africa’. 

Obviously, these are not issues that 
the AU can address successfully on 
its own. Such issues require the active 

involvement of various sections of 
the African public most notably civil 
society and the support of relevant 
international organisations and donor 
countries. 
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to be able to implement effective 
protection mechanisms. 

The Draft Guidelines have three key 
parts. 

• outlining the underlying principles 
and providing  for a definition of 
what constitutes the protection 
of civilians; 

• offering guidelines for  
incorporating protection of 
civilians in all relevant stages of  
the African Peace and Security 
Architecture leading to the 
deployment of peace support 
operations ; and

• elaborating mechanisms for 
operationalising the mandate 
of protection of civilians by the 
mission  

The guidelines accordingly address a 
range of issues, including the need to 
include protection issues at the early 
stages of the conflict prevention 
and management process; the 
identification of the protection needs 
of civilians, particularly vulnerable 
groups; matching the relevant 
protection mandate with required 
resources and logistics as well as 
required training; and the need for 
the continuous involvement of, and 
support by, strategic level actors 
including the PSC. 

The draft guidelines provide for 
a comprehensive definition of 
protection of civilians involving ‘all 
activities aimed at obtaining the full 
respect for the rights of individuals 
and groups recognised’ in relevant 

international and African treaties 
and hence extend beyond physical 
protection. This approach has the 
disadvantage of rendering protection 
of civilians too broad in providing the 
required guidance.  Consequently, the 
focus on the role of peace support 
operations is lost. This situation is 
further compounded by the absence 
of identification, even in broad terms, 
of both the specific types of protection 
activities peace support operations 
(PSOs) are expected to fulfil and 
the responsibilities of the various 
components of PSOs.

One of the problems encountered in 
both UN and AU missions is the way 
in which the protection of civilian 
mandate is formulated. In an attempt 
at addressing this problem, the 
guidelines state ‘clarity of mandate 
language is critical to effective POC 
operationalisation. Protection mandate 
objectives should be described in 
precise and detailed terms. The 
relationship between the protection 
objective and other objectives … and 
their relative priorities need to be 
clear.’  

As the experience of AMIS shows, 
the inclusion of the reference in 
the civilian protection mandate 
that primary responsibility for the 
protection of civilians lies with the 
host state, creates serious difficulties 
in implementing the POC mandate 
by the mission. The guidelines fail 
to provide sufficient clarity as to the 
limits of the responsibility of the host 
authorities and the balance between 
this responsibility and the role or 
responsibility of the mission. Other 
gaps in the draft guidelines include 

lack of reference to compliance with 
international humanitarian law in the 
implementation of the protection 
of civilians mandate and the lack of 
recognition of the different mission 
scenarios of the ASF. Importantly, the 
failure to differentiate between the 
application of POC in the context 
of peace support operations and 
intervention under Article 4 (h) of 
the Constitutive Act of the AU is also 
a glaring omission.  

The draft guidelines have 
been refined based on the 
recommendations of the international 
symposium of March 2010. Before 
the guidelines become effective, 
they must pass through two further 
stages. The first is consideration 
of the guidelines by the Peace 
and Security Council. The other is 
consideration and adoption of the 
guidelines by the African Chiefs of 
Defence and Security, a process 
scheduled for October 2010.  

While the guidelines are a welcome 
and necessary development within 
the framework of the African Peace 
and Security Architecture, at least 
three factors will affect their value 
and future efficacy. The first is the 
need to rectify the existing limitations 
and gaps in the draft guidelines; the 
second is the proper, effective and 
comprehensive implementation of 
the guidelines, from conflict early 
warning and analysis to planning, 
mandating and designing of missions; 
and most importantly, the third factor 
is the ultimate execution of the 
protection mandate by the mission 
concerned. 
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PSC Spot Light: The African Union Commission Special Envoys

An important initiative for promotion 
of the principle of peace includes 
the deployment of special envoys by 
the African Union (AU) Peace and 
Security Council (PSC). Consequently 
the AU Commission has been 
deploying special envoys in countries 
of armed conflict and violent political 
crisis over the last few years. 

It is the role of the AU chairperson 
to contribute to peace building 
processes through the deployment 
of special envoys and other bodies of 
the Union as stated in the Protocol 
relating to the Establishment of the 
Peace and Security Council of the 
African Union. Article 10 (2c) of the 
Protocol states that the Chairperson 
“may, at his/her own initiative or 
when so requested by the Peace 
and Security Council, use his/her 
good offices, either personally or 
through special envoys, special 
representatives, the Panel of the 
Wise or the Regional Mechanisms, 
to prevent potential conflicts, 
resolve actual conflicts and promote 
peace-building and post-conflict 
reconstruction”. 

Some special envoys that have 
been deployed by the African 
Union include: AU Special Envoy to 
Comoros, Ambassador Francesco 
Madeira, AU Special Envoy to 
Guinea, Ambassador Ibrahima Fall, 
AU Special Envoy to the Central 
African Republic, Ambassador 
Sadok Fayala and Special Envoy for 
the Sudan CPA Implementation, 
Ambassador Oluyemi Adeniji. Special 
envoys have also been deployed to 
Madagascar, Niger and Senegal.

Chairperson of the AU Commission 
to Niger. This was a response to 
the request for the AU to appoint 
a Special Envoy to strengthen 
the mediation efforts led by the 
Economic Commission of West 
African States (ECOWAS) Mediator, 
General Abdulsalami A. Abubakar. 
This decision was taken at the 37th 
Ordinary Session of Heads of State 
and Government of ECOWAS held in 
Abuja, Nigeria, on 16 February 2010.

Most recently at the 236th meeting 
of the PSC held on 5 July 2010, 
PSC/PR/COMM (CCXXXVI), 
commendation was given for the 
Commission’s sustained efforts and 
achievements in the inter-Comoros 
dialogue process with the assistance 
of international partners. Particular 
recognition was taken of the 
activities undertaken in the Comoros 
by the Commissioner for Peace and 
Security, the Special Envoy for the 
Comoros as well as by the Head 
of the AU Liaison Office in the 
Comoros.

The AU PSC has deployed individuals 
of high profile as Special Envoys to 
various situations of conflict and 
crisis across the continent. While 
some of these situations are yet to be 
completely resolved, the importance 
of the individuals deployed remains 
unarguable. 

Documents, communiqués, statements 
and reports released by the PSC show 
the relevance of Special Envoys to 
establishing peace in the continent. 
A case in point is the report of the 
130th meeting of the PSC of 29 May 
2008 PSC/PR/2(CXXX). This report 
on the situation of the Central African 
Republic (CAR)- highlights the Union’s 
commitment to continued engagement 
with CAR authorities and all other 
stakeholders in the country.  The 
Special Envoy for CAR proceeded to 
the country in early March 2008 to 
continue efforts for the promotion 
of national harmony, the respect for 
democratic institutions and human 
rights. 

The 200th meeting of the PSC 
on 21 August 2009 focused on 
developments in the Malagasy crisis. 
The briefing given by the special 
envoy of the Chairperson of the 
Commission, Ablassé Ouedraogo and 
Commissioner for Peace and Security, 
Ramtane Lamamra, highlighted the 
contribution of the International Joint 
Mediation Team (including the Special 
Envoys of the AU) in realising some 
achievements of the Maputo Summit 
deliberations concerning Madagascar. 
The briefing emphasised that efforts 
of the mediation team, continued to 
be guided by the Union’s commitment 
to the people of Madagascar to 
resolve the crisis and to monitor the 
implementation of the Charter of the 
Transition.

A further example is the press release 
of the African Union circulated on 
March 3, 2010 that announced the 
Appointment of Professor Albert 
Tevoedjere as Special Envoy of the 
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Important Forthcoming Dates 

October: Amani Africa – military exercise to test effectiveness of African Standby Force (ASF)

10 October: 2nd Africa-Arab Summit, Tripoli, Libya

21 October: Africa Human Rights Day

24 October: United Nations Day

6 November: International Day for Preventing the Exploitation of the Environment in War and Armed Conflict

16 November: International day of tolerance

29-30 November: Third Africa-EU Summit – theme economic growth, job creation, investment

Country Election Date

Cote d’Ivoire Presidential 31 October 2010

Tanzania Presidential 7 November

Comoros
Presidential
Local

December 2010 
Dec 2010/Jan 2011

Chad
National Assembly
Local elections
Presidential

20 February 2011
27 March 2011
8 May 2011

Egypt
People’s Assembly Shura Council 
(half of the members)

November 2010

Sudan Referendum 9 January 2011
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